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Abstract—This paper studies spin-transfer torque RAM
(STTRAM) as an energy-efficient alternative to SRAM for im-
plementing page walker caches (PWCs) in resource-constrained
systems’ memory management units. We analyze the access
characteristics and persistence of PWC blocks in a set of
multithreaded workloads, revealing that individual threads might
have different runtime behaviors. Given this observation, we
explore and analyze the benefits of heterogeneous retention time
STTRAM—wherein STTRAM’s data retention time is specialized
to cache blocks’ persistence needs—for implementing the PWC in
multicore systems. Based on our analysis, we propose NECTAR,
an energy-efficient heterogeneous STTRAM-based page walker
cache architecture. Experimental results using multithreaded
PARSEC benchmarks show that NECTAR enables runtime
adaptability and offers substantial energy benefits for implement-
ing the PWC, reducing the average energy by 81.36% compared
to SRAM, without introducing significant overheads.

Index Terms—Page walker cache, energy-efficient address
translation, spin-transfer torque RAM cache

I. INTRODUCTION

An important component of modern processors, with critical
implications for performance, is the memory management unit
(MMU) [1], [2]. The MMU is a hardware unit that performs
virtual address translation, and contains a translation look-
aside buffer (TLB), a page walker, and page walk caches
(PWCs). The TLB is a small data structure that caches the
most recently used page table entries (PTEs) of address
translations. However, due to dynamic runtime applications,
virtual addresses can exceed the TLB’s reach, resulting in TLB
misses, and causing the page walker to initiate expensive page
walks. The page walks involve fetching the desired PTE on
the page table stored in the main memory.

The PWC can substantially mitigate the cost of page
walks by caching page table entries [3]. Prior works have
proposed various page table schemes to efficiently organize
PTEs and PWCs [3]. However, most prior PWC research focus
on high-performance computing where energy efficiency is
often not prioritized. While PWCs’ main goal is improving
performance, the energy consumption is increasingly impor-
tant, especially in resource-constrained systems (like mobile
devices, embedded systems) [2]. Depending on the design,
the PWC can contribute ∼10% to the processor’s overall
energy consumption. This paper aims to bridge this gap in
the state-of-the-art by focusing on energy in exploring spin-

transfer torque RAM (STTRAM) as an alternative to traditional
SRAM for implementing PWCs. STTRAM is a non-volatile
memory (NVM) technology that has emerged as one of
the top contenders for replacing traditional technologies like
SRAM and DRAM in emerging architectures. STTRAM offers
several advantages, such as low leakage power, higher density
than SRAM, compatibility with CMOS, etc [4]. However,
STTRAM also introduces important challenges that must be
addressed for it to be effectively used for PWCs.

Some of STTRAM’s drawbacks include its long write
latency and high write energy [5], [6]. These challenges are
partly attributed to STTRAM’s long retention time—the dura-
tion of data retention in the absence of power. However, we
observed that PWC accesses are dominated by read operations;
thus, the PWC is less likely than a traditional data cache
to be negatively impacted by STTRAM’s write latency and
energy overheads. Figure 1 illustrates this observation using
the percentage of reads and writes in the PWC accesses for
eleven PARSEC 3.0 [7] benchmarks. In all of the applications,
write accesses accounted for less than 7% of all memory ac-
cesses. Furthermore, like data/instruction caches, PWC blocks
only remain in the PWC for short periods of time (< 1s).
Thus, STTRAM’s retention time can be substantially reduced
and specialized to PWC access patterns to mitigate the write
energy/latency overheads. In this work, we leverage reduced
retention STTRAM for implementing energy-efficient PWC.

Through detailed experiments and analysis, this paper de-
rives new insights into: (1) the block sharing capability en-
abled by a shared PWC in comparison to private per-core
PWCs; (2) how block sharing among different cores affects
the impacts of prematurely expired data blocks in reduced
retention STTRAM PWCs; and (3) the variability of STTRAM
retention times across different applications in the context of
page walk and the PWC. Based on our analysis, we propose
an energy-efficient STTRAM-based page walker cache ar-
chitecture, called NECTAR. NECTAR features heterogeneous
retention STTRAM cache ways and a new least recently used
(LRU) retention time-aware replacement policy—LRU-RT—
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that uses hardware performance counters to determine the
best retention time to service core requests. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to take energy efficiency
into consideration in the PWC design space. We are also the
first to adopt STTRAM for implementing PWCs and consider
STTRAM’s retention time in PWC’s replacement policy.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We analyze the access footprints and persistence of

PWC blocks in multithreaded workloads, in the context
of STTRAM, and explore the use of reduced retention
time STTRAM in PWCs to achieve low-overhead energy
benefits compared to SRAM.

• We propose a novel PWC architecture, NECTAR, for
energy-efficient page walk. NECTAR features heteroge-
neous retention STTRAM PWC ways and a replacement
policy (LRU-RT) that enables the runtime assignment
of blocks to the PWC ways that satify the blocks’
persistence needs.

• We extensively analyze NECTAR for multithreaded
PARSEC benchmarks. Results show that NECTAR can
achieve average energy savings of 81.36% compared to
SRAM, with minimal overheads. Furthermore, NECTAR
specializes the PWC to individual application threads,
improving the latency by up to 35.51% compared to
uniform retention times.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Implementing reduced retention STTRAMs

STTRAM has been widely studied, prototyped, and com-
mercially implemented, making it one of the top contenders
for implementing caches in resource-constrained systems [8].
STTRAM uses a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) cell as the
binary storage cell. MTJ contains two ferromagnetic layers
separated by an oxide barrier/tunnel layer [4]. Updating the
MTJ cell’s data bits relies on the magnetization switching of
MTJ’s free layer [4]. Due to the long switching time of the
free layer’s magnetization state, it takes more time and energy
to write to STTRAM than to SRAM. This overhead can be
mitigated by reducing STTRAM’s thermal factor, thereby also
reducing the retention time—the time until a bit-flip occurs and
disrupts the data’s integrity [9].

B. Adaptable retention STTRAM caches

Recent STTRAM cache optimizations have exploited the
variability of applications’ cache block needs to minimize
energy. For example, Sun et al. [6] proposed a multi-retention
STTRAM cache hierarchy with different retention times en-
abled by different MTJ designs, wherein applications can
be run on the cache level with the best retention time for
the applications’ access patterns. More recently, Kuan et al.
[5] analyzed the retention times of different applications and
proposed a sampling-based logically adaptable retention time
(LARS) cache that used multiple STTRAM units with differ-
ent retention times. Each executing application is executed on
the best retention time unit for its retention time needs. Like
prior work, we explore different retention times for different
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Fig. 2: Illustration of a page table walk in the ARM-64
architecture. (a) The page walker walks through all levels
of page table entries on a TLB miss; (b) cached translation
descriptor can shorten the latency of a page walk

applications. Ours is, however, the first that explores the design
of STTRAM for page walk caches (PWC).

C. Address translation and PWC in ARM-64 architecture

To exploit temporal locality, the memory management unit
(MMU) features a TLB to track the most recent address
translations. However, to keep up with the processor speed,
the TLB size is usually small, and the processor often requests
translations outside the TLB. When a TLB miss occurs, the
page walker must search the page table to find the right entries.

Figure 2a illustrates the address translation process using an
ARM-64 page walker [10] as a proxy for resource-constrained
systems. The translation table base registers (TTBRx)—the
ARM equivalent of x86-64’s ’CR3’ register—points to the
base address of the first level page table. ARM uses TTBR1 to
indicate the translation tables for the kernel address space, and
TTBR0 for the application’s table. The page walker adds the
base address taken from TTBR to the level 0 virtual address
index (VA[47:39]), obtains the physical address of the level 1
table from level 0, and repeats the process for each level until
the desired physical address (PA) is obtained. ARM-64 uses
an 8B descriptor format to wrap the page table base address
across all levels of the page table [1].

Figure 2b illustrates how a page walker cache stores copies
of translation descriptors, which contain the information of
the base address. In Figure 2a, the page walker obtains the
physical address of the level 1 table’s base address by adding
the TTBR and level 0 virtual index, and must retrieve the level
1 table’s base address. To speed up the process, the memory
request for the level 1 table base address can be passed to
a PWC, as depicted in Figure 2b. This reference returns the
table’s base address, represented by the number at label 1
(PPN 508). In this case, three tables’ base addresses can be
retrieved from the PWC ( 1 , 2 , and 3 ), thus reducing the
latency overhead caused by accesses to the main memory.

III. STTRAM PAGE WALKER CACHE ANALYSIS
We begin by analyzing PWCs in the context of STTRAM

and explore the PWC access footprints based on application
behavior. We performed the analysis based on the ARM-64
architecture using the PARSEC 3.0 benchmarks. Our detailed
experimental setup is described in Section V.
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Fig. 3: Expiration misses in the shared PWC normalized to
private PWCs. The average is shown for brevity.

A. Effectiveness of shared STTRAM PWC

Like prior work [3], our analysis showed that shared SRAM
PWC in a multicore system substantially reduces the PWC
miss rates compared to private PWCs. We observed similar
trends for STTRAM with different retention times. The shared
PWC reduced the average miss rates by 40.08%, 40.12%,
36.29%. and 40.42% for 5ms, 10ms, 50ms, and 100ms re-
tention times, respectively. Shared PWCs significantly reduce
the miss rate compared to private per-core PWCs due to the
substantial reduction in shared block misses. However, due to
increased hit rates from block sharing in shared PWCs, the
cache blocks must remain in the cache longer, i.e., the block
lifetimes increase. This observation raises a unique concern to
reduced retention STTRAM—expiration misses.

B. Expiration misses in STTRAM shared PWCs

Expiration misses occur when a cache block is prematurely
expired because the retention time is shorter than the block’s
lifetime. Subsequent references to that block then result in
misses that would not have occurred in an SRAM or non-
volatile cache. Figure 3 quantifies the number of overall
expiration misses in the shared PWC normalized to the private
PWC as the retention time increased. In short retention times
(25µs, 50µs, 75µs, and 100µs, most of which were under-
provisioned for the block lifetimes), shared PWC reduced
the expiration misses compared to private PWC (by 9.46%,
11.70%, 9.24%, and 8.91%, respectively). However, the shared
PWC expiration misses increased by 26.30% on 1ms, and by
more than 2.5X on the 50ms and 100ms retention times. We
observed that cache blocks’ lifetimes in private PWCs were
generally shorter than in shared PWC, due to lack of block
sharing in private PWCs. As such, on the longer retention
times, even though shared PWC reduced the overall misses,
the expiration misses dominated the misses, while most blocks
in private PWC had sufficient retention times. This motivated
us to further study the expiration misses in shared PWCs, and
how to minimize their impacts, in order to fully exploit the
benefits of shared PWCs in higher retention times.

C. Sensitivity of shared PWC blocks to retention times

We analyzed the sensitivity of different applications to the
PWC’s retention time. If diversity exists in the applications’ re-
tention time requirements, we can further improve the PWC’s
efficiency by using heterogeneous retention times that enable
a tighter specialization to applications’ PWC block lifetimes.
Since shorter retention times result in less latency and energy
overhead, the idea is to use retention times that are only as
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Fig. 4: Number of expiration misses normalized to total misses
in the shared PWC. The points indicate how long the PWC
blocks generally remain in the cache before eviction.

long as needed for the applications’ PWC block needs. On
the other hand, if the retention time is inordinately short, it
could result in substantial latency and energy overheads due
to expiration misses that a shared PWC is unable to mitigate.

Figure 4 depicts the number of expiration misses normalized
to the total misses for the PARSEC 3.0 applications. The dots
in the figure represent the lowest retention time that incurred
expiration misses not exceeding an expiration miss threshold
of 10% of the total misses. Our analysis revealed that the
impact of expiration misses on latency and energy was most
significant when the expiration misses exceeded 10% of the
total misses. Satisfying this threshold implies that the cache
misses are dominated by misses due to regular block replace-
ments (i.e., conflicts) and not due to an insufficient retention
time. Therefore, a retention time that satisfies this threshold
for an application is long enough for the application’s PWC
blocks. We repeated this analysis for SPEC 2017 benchmarks
and found that the 10% threshold still holds.

We observed that none of the benchmarks satisfied the
threshold at any retention time below 1ms because PWC
blocks generally have longer lifetimes. Furthermore, there was
diversity in the PWC blocks’ needs. For instance, whereas
5ms and 10ms satisfied the expiration miss threshold among
several applications, some (e.g., freqmine, streamcluster) re-
quired longer retention times to satisfy the threshold. This
diversity motivated us to explore the heterogeneous retention
time principle for implementing STTRAM PWCs.

IV. HETEROGENEOUS RETENTION STTRAM PWC

An ideal STTRAM PWC should dynamically adapt to
different applications’ needs. However, due STTRAM cell’s
physical constraints, the retention time cannot be physically
changed during runtime. The need for a shared STTRAM
PWC precludes the multi-unit design in prior work [5] due
to the resultant area overhead. Therefore, we propose NEC-
TAR—a shared heterogeneous retention time STTRAM page
walk cache architecture—that allows accesses from different
parallel threads without the area overhead of prior designs [5].

A. Hardware architecture

NECTAR uses ARM’s PWC architecture (described in
Section II-C) as a baseline. Each address translation descriptor
in the ARM architecture is 8B [1]. NECTAR’s cache block
size is set to 64B to allow the transfer of eight entries per
access. Figure 5 presents an overview of NECTAR’s design
and the details of two hardware counters used in the design:
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the expiration counter and emulation counter. We describe
these two counters in section IV-B1 and IV-B2. The figure
also depicts the connection of retention time clocks used by
the two counters. The left-hand side of the figure depicts an
overview of NECTAR’s implementation, illustrated using a
base 4-way cache with different retention times in each way.
The different retention times—100ms, 50ms, 10ms, 5ms—are
determined through analysis of the target applications.

It remains possible that retention times elapse before some
data blocks are evicted or invalidated through normal cache
accesses. When this occurs, the data blocks can become
corrupted. To address this challenge, we used a per-block
expiration counter and preemptive block eviction process to
maintain the validity of data and tag memory. The right-hand
side of Figure 5 illustrates how NECTAR uses the expiration
counter. The expiration counter exp count is implemented
as a simple 4-bit counter that increments at every positive
clock edge. When a block is written into the PWC, exp count
is reset to 0 and increments until the maximum count N.
Thereafter, the PWC controller preemptively evicts the block
by invalidating it (a write-back occurs if the block is dirty).
The counter up-counts at a period of retention time/N , such
that the block is evicted just before the retention time elapses.

B. Determining the best configuration: retention time-aware
block (re)placement

An important consideration in NECTAR is how to place
blocks in the appropriate PWC way during runtime. Figure
6 depicts our approach to orchestrate the block placement
process. When the PWC controller receives a request from
an unmapped thread ID in a process, the controller enters the
runtime profiling phase, during which a CostTable is created
for that thread to keep track of the lowest latency retention

time. When a replacement is triggered during the execution
phase, the cache controller uses an LRU retention time-aware
(LRU-RT) policy to determine the new block’s placement.

1) Runtime profiling phase: The main goal of the profiling
phase, which occurs every time an unmapped thread is run, is
to measure the runtime latency in different retention times for a
thread. This profiling phase incurs negligible overhead within
the context of the total runtime of executing applications. We
used the latency as our overhead indicator due to observations
that different retention times had high impacts on latency over-
heads, whereas the energy was relatively invariant to different
retention times. To measure the correct latency for a retention
time option, the retention time associated with the thread being
profiled should be fixed during the sampling period. However,
the PWC controller may be unable to guarantee that every
block in a thread accesses a specific retention time way without
severely degrading the latency for other running threads. We
address this challenge using the emulation counter, which
enables the PWC controller to emulate different retention
times within each physical retention time. The PWC controller
simultaneously monitors both the emulation counter and the
expiration counter during the profiling phase. When the expi-
ration counter reaches its maximum count, but the emulation
counter has not, the controller refreshes the block to keep
the block alive until the emulated retention time has elapsed.
The refresh mechanism features a refresh buffer to temporarily
store the cache block before it is written back to the PWC. To
minimize overhead, the refresh buffer is only used during the
runtime profiling phase, and otherwise disabled.

The emulation counter, emu count, is implemented simi-
larly to exp count (Section IV-A). When a write request is sent
to a PWC block in the profiling phase, the PWC controller en-
ables and resets emu count (and exp count). When emu count
reaches its maximum count(N), the PWC controller invalidates
and preemptively expires the block regardless of the status of
exp count. The emulation counter enables a runtime emulation
of any arbitrary retention time for a PWC block, and in effect,
a sample of the miss latency for any desired retention time. To
achieve this, emu count uses a different clock than exp count,
allowing the PWC controller to maintain data validity while
emulating the desired retention time.



2) Execution phase and LRU retention time-aware (LRU-
RT) replacement policy: We propose a replacement policy—
called LRU-RT—that accounts for the retention time needs
of threads’ PWC blocks (Figure 6). LRU-RT first ensures
that the victim block in a replacement is the least recently
used block. Thereafter, LRU-RT ensures that the placement of
blocks within the PWC set are in the cache ways that best
serve the blocks’ retention time needs. When a replacement
is required, NECTAR reads all PWC blocks of the indexed
cache set into a small replacement buffer and replaces the
LRU victim block in the buffer. Next, LRU-RT assigns the
blocks to the best PWC ways by iteratively calculating the
cost of assigning each block to different retention times to
determine the lowest-cost assignment. LRU-RT first picks an
arbitrary retention time from the retention time set R as
the start point rStart. Thereafter, a sequence of retention
times, CacheSetLayout, is created to iterate through different
retention time combinations. For each iteration, the cost is
stored in a RetentionCost hashmap until all the combinations
are explored. The combination with the lowest latency cost
is returned as the final CacheSetLayout, representing the
retention time mapping with the minimum latency cost.

C. Implementation overhead

One of STTRAM’s important benefits is its high density
[11]. As a result, NECTAR’s area remained ∼50% less
than SRAM. NECTAR uses 4 bits each for exp count and
emu count to monitor the cache block’s retention status (Fig-
ure 5), resulting in a per-block overhead of 1.56% (8 bits
per cache block). We used a 1KB 4-way 64B cache for the
profiling phase’s refresh buffer. To minimize overhead, we
used a 50µs retention time STTRAM, which has a 1 cycle
read/write access latency, and a leakage power of 17.314mW.
For the replacement buffer, we used a 512B direct-mapped
64B cache that proved sufficient for the replacement process
and only incurs a 3.916mw leakage power overhead.

Finally, the CostTable and PWC block attributes (e.g., the
block’s thread ID) are stored in the software meta-data field of
the translation descriptor [1] without incurring additional over-
heads. For the profiling phase calculation, NECTAR requires
four 32-bit registers and one 32-bit division circuit; and two
32-bit registers, one 32-bit comparator, and one 32-bit adder to
calculate the minimum cost retention time. Overall, NECTAR
imposes < 1% area overhead compared to modern processors
like the ARM Cortex-A78 [10].

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We performed our analysis and implemented the proposed
PWC design using a modified1 version of gem5 [12]. We
performed full system simulations of both shared and private
PWC configurations using the Linaro Linux operating system.
We modeled a 4-core processor with configurations like the
ARM Cortex A78 [10], with a 2GHz clock. We focused our
studies on the data PWC, since it dominates the page walk

1The modified gem5 is at www.ece.arizona.edu/tosiron/downloads.php.
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requests (more than 10x the instruction page walker requests).
We used 11 PARSEC 3.0 multithreaded benchmarks [7], cross-
compiled for the ARMv8-A ISA. Each benchmark was run
with four threads using the simlarge inputs for 1B instructions
after restoring the checkpoints from the region of interest.

For comparison, we also modeled private PWCs with 8KB
size (1024 TLB-equivalent entries) per core. We used the
equivalent total cache size for the shared PWC—32KB size
(4096 TLB-equivalent entries) for the four-core system. We
considered four retention times: 5ms, 10ms, 50ms, 100ms,
which we empirically found to be sufficient for the considered
applications. We used the MTJ modeling techniques proposed
in [13] to model the different retention times, and used NVSim
[14] to estimate the STTRAM energy.

VI. RESULTS

This section first quantifies the PWC access latency and
energy of NECTAR compared to SRAM. Thereafter, we
compare LRU-RT to LRU, and then compare the latency and
energy of shared PWC to private PWC to contextualize the
benefits of shared PWCs with current PWC designs [10].

A. Latency/energy comparison of NECTAR to SRAM

Figure 7 depicts NECTAR’s latency and energy compared
to SRAM. On average, NECTAR reduced the energy by
81.36%, and only incurred a 3.45% latency overhead. NEC-
TAR achieved such high energy savings, in large part, because
of STTRAM’s low leakage power–approximately one-sixth
that of SRAM. Furthermore, since the majority of the PWC
accesses are read operations, the high dynamic write energy
is not a prominent source of overhead for STTRAM-based
PWCs. NECTAR traded latency for energy savings for body-
track, whose threads required long (100m) retention times, but
performed consistently well for the other benchmarks.

An important benefit of NECTAR, compared to a uniform
retention time, is the ability to satisfy diverse workloads’
retention time needs. Thus, while a uniform retention time
(e.g., 50ms or 100ms) would also achieve high energy savings,
NECTAR enables the savings to be maximized for individual
applications and robust to new applications, while also mini-
mizing the latency overheads compared to SRAM.

www.ece.arizona.edu/tosiron/downloads.php
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Fig. 10: Shared vs. private NECTAR
Figure 8 illustrates NECTAR’s ability to mitigate the la-

tency overhead of uniform retention STTRAMs for individual
applications. NECTAR reduced the average latency com-
pared to STTRAM-5ms, STTRAM-10ms, STTRAM-50ms,
and STTRAM-100ms by 8.24%, 5.51%, 1.25%, and 1.34%,
respectively. Even though these average improvements seemed
modest, NECTAR improved the latency by up to 26% (for
streamcluster). A closer look at individual threads revealed
even higher latency improvements of up to 35.31% (additional
figures are omitted due to limited space). In rare instances,
NECTAR incurred overhead compared to a uniform retention
time when all the threads within an application required long
retention times (e.g., blackscholes and bodytrack).

B. LRU-RT vs. LRU in a shared PWC

Here, we quantify LRU-RT’s improvement over LRU re-
placement policy used in prior work [3]. To isolate the
impact of LRU-RT, we compare NECTAR+LRU-RT with
NECTAR+LRU. Figure 9 shows the percentage of latency
improvement of LRU-RT over LRU. On average across the
applications, LRU-RT reduced the average latency overhead
by 2.52% compared to LRU, and by up to 26.30% for some
individual threads (additional figures are omitted for brevity).
LRU-RT consistently outperformed LRU for all threads and
applications and achieved similar energy benefits.

C. Shared vs. private NECTAR configurations

We also quantified the benefits of the shared NECTAR pro-
posed herein to a private per-core NECTAR implementation.
Figure 10 shows the percentage of latency and energy savings
of shared NECTAR over private NECTAR configurations. On
average, the shared NECTAR reduced the latency by 15.74%,
with latency savings of up to 46.47% for blackscholes. The
shared NECTAR substantially reduced the average energy by
81.60% compared to the private configuration, making the
shared configuration a clear choice for energy- and latency-
efficient STTRAM-based PWC implementation.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we performed the first study of STTRAM’s
viability for implementing energy-efficient page walker caches
(PWC). Our analysis provides compelling new insights regard-
ing the benefits of STTRAM for PWCs and challenges that
must be addressed to achieve low-overhead implementations.

Based on our analysis, we proposed NECTAR, a heterogeneous
retention time STTRAM PWC for energy-efficient page walk.
NECTAR includes a new LRU-based replacement policy,
LRU-RT, that enables the placement of blocks to the PWC
ways based on the blocks’ retention time needs. Overall,
for a variety of multithreaded applications, NECTAR reduces
the average energy by 81.36% compared to SRAM, while
imposing minimal latency and area overhead.
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